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Which metrics matter in CX today? The growing shift to digital 
communication has intrinsically changed contact center operations. 
And with this change comes a challenge: The metrics traditionally  
used to measure CX success simply don’t suffice.

Unlike phone, digital messaging offers the 
opportunity for agents to handle multiple 
conversations concurrently. Plus, communication 
may be asynchronous, with customers responding  
sporadically (much like they might text friends 
or family). How do you quantify agent and 
operational performance in these situations?

Furthermore, while digital communication  
is growing, most contact centers still handle  
a high volume of voice calls. As the more simple 
intents get automated, agent-handled calls are  
becoming increasingly complex. How does that 
impact AHT? How do you evaluate success 
across voice and digital channels together?  
And, how do you know how well your  
self-serve options are working?

Here’s some expert perspective

At ASAPP, we’re specifically focused on elevating 
agent performance using the power of AI. We’re 
results oriented, so are deeply engaged with 
our customers as they seek to measure the 
success of their CX programs using our software. 
It is important to understand the KPIs that 
matter most to each of them—and to align on 
key metrics. In doing this with many customers 
across multiple industries, we’ve learned a lot.

The following are four articles written by our 
experts that may help as you establish your own 
metrics for this changing landscape.
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It doesn’t take a rocket scientist (or a machine learning 
engineer) to know that customer service representatives 
need the right tools to do their job. If they don’t have them, 
both rep and customer satisfaction suffer.

As a Senior Customer Experience manager at ASAPP,  
I’ve spent the last several years partnering with some  
of the world’s largest consumer companies to improve  
their contact center operations and overall customer 
experience. As they adopt our technology, they’re eager  
to see the investment’s impact on operational performance. 
Measuring success typically starts with examining how 
agents interact with the system.

How do you know if ML-based  
features are really working?

Jonathan Rossi
SENIOR CUSTOMER SUCCESS MANAGER
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What happens when we empower agents with better 
technology? Do we create a positive feedback loop  
of happier employees and more satisfied customers?  
How can we track and learn from our best performers?  
Can usage be correlated with other important agent 
efficiency and success metrics? These are the types  
of questions my team seeks to answer with our customers  
as we evaluate a program’s augmentation rate.

Our suite of integrated automation features, including 
AutoSuggest, AutoComplete, and AutoPilot, use machine 
learning to augment agent activity. The system recommends 
what reps should say or do during the course of an interaction  
with a customer. The machine learning models improve with 
usage—which in the contact center space can be millions 
of interactions per month. We work with our customers 
to measure the impact of these technologies on their 
operations and KPIs through our augmentation rate metric, 
which evaluates the percentage of messages sent by agents 
that were suggested by our algorithms.

Augmentation rate isn’t a common metric (yet). But it offers 
tremendous value as an indicator of how well the technology 
is being adopted, and therefore, the likelihood it will have an 
impact on performance outcomes.

A recent analysis found that each time one of our 
customers’ agents used a suggested response instead 
of typing freehand, they saved ~15 seconds. The time 
savings added up fast.

JONATHAN ROSSI
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From my experience, the top three things operators should 
know when utilizing this metric are:

1. Iteration over time:
 Augmentation rate offers guidance on:

 • How well the system is augmenting agent responses  
  and learning through data;

 • How well reps are trained and coached to use the tools  
  available to them inside our platform.

 Both the system’s model and rep training can be  
 calibrated and optimized to continually increase  
 the effectiveness of these features.

2. Workforce Management (WFM) Implications:
 The top-level augmentation metric is helpful in measuring  
 overall program health, but looking at usage across groups  
 and individuals can also be extremely informative  
 for supervisors and coaches when assessing agent  
 and cohort performance.

 We’ve found correlations between increased augmentation  
 usage, AHT reduction, and improved CSAT  
 for high-performing reps.

3. Incentives matter:
 If you incentivize a workforce on this metric alone,  
 there can be adverse effects. We’ve seen reps attempt  
 to “game the system” by always using a suggested  
 message, then editing the response before sending.  
 This actually increases conversation duration  
 and decreases productivity compared to not using  
 the features in the first place.

Augmentation should be one of multiple metrics that  
go into agent performance incentives (alongside others  
like CSAT, throughput, and resolution rate).
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By studying augmentation rates at customer companies, 
we’ve been able to see exactly where agents get the most 
benefit from integrated automation and where pain points 
still exist. From that knowledge, ASAPP has begun building 
new capabilities to increase the impact ML can have  
on modern workforces. For example:

Our product team is developing additional AutoPilot features 
(like AutoPilot Greetings) that will automate the beginning  
of conversations, so reps can focus on the “meat”  
of an interaction and better assist the customer.

We know that both agents and customers prefer personalized  
conversations. Our research and product teams are tackling 
this problem in two ways. First, we incorporate custom responses  
into our platform, enablinging reps to curate a repository  
of preferred messages to send to customers. This allows  
for agents to use suggestions in their own voice. Second,  
as we get more malleable in leveraging customer-specific 
data throughout our platform, we’re embedding more 
personalized customer information directly  
into these suggestions.

Early feedback on these additions to our augmentation 
features have been overwhelmingly positive from both agents  
and operators. Like our machine learning models, we aim  
to iteratively improve our product capabilities over time 
through usage and impact analysis, working with  
our customers to radically increase rep satisfaction  
and efficiency—which ultimately benefits  
the customer experience.

Jonathan Rossi is a Senior Customer Experience Manager at ASAPP, where he partners with our largest 
customers to use ASAPP data and technology to solve challenging business problems. Jonathan holds  
a bachelor’s degree in Economics from Harvard College and an MBA from Columbia Business School.  
When he’s not running outdoors, Jonathan can be found near a couch with his dog Kit, scheming  
on where they’ll find their next delicious meal.
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For many years, companies have measured the effectiveness 
of automated systems, such as their chatbot or IVR, by the 
system’s Containment Rate—the percent of interactions  
that don’t reach a human agent.

For digital chat programs, optimizing a bot to increase 
Containment Rate certainly has benefits. If some customers 
have their problems resolved in fully automated experiences 
without engaging an agent, then agents’ time will be freed up 
to assist other customers. Solving more customers’ issues  
in the bot means companies may require fewer employees  
to handle chat volume, resulting in cost savings.

The danger of only using containment 
rate to measure success

Bobby Kovalsky
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE STRATEGIST
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What containment rate doesn’t measure

The problem with only measuring Containment Rate  
is that deflecting a customer doesn’t mean they’ve  
had their issue resolved. It simply means that a digital  
agent didn’t get involved in that particular interaction.

In my role as a Customer Experience Strategist at ASAPP,  
my team and I work with our customers to ensure that their  
customers are receiving the best possible experience when 
interacting with the brand. To optimize the customer’s 
experience, we need to ensure the metrics we are tracking 
and measuring are answering the key question “Did I resolve  
my customer’s issue?”

At ASAPP, when judging the effectiveness of a bot  
and making decisions to improve that effectiveness,  
we recommend using a metric called Flow Success—the 
number of conversations where the customer was provided 
with information necessary to address their issue without 
the need for a rep to get involved. Using this metric enables 
companies to understand when their containment is “good 
containment” and unlocks additional opportunities  
to optimize their bots towards a great experience.

Why flow success?

It is possible for a chatbot to have a high Containment 
Rate but a low Flow Success Rate. While this may represent 
potential cost savings for the company, this is an extremely 
frustrating experience for the end user.

Some automated flows require customers to take multiple, 
sometimes unnecessary, steps to find the solution to their 
problem. Other times, customers may be forced to log in 
to their account before they can get information when the 
solution could be provided to them on the phone without 
logging in. Sometimes customers may choose the wrong 
path in a flow and give up when they get information that 
isn’t relevant. These are all examples of “bad containment,” 
counting towards high Containment but low Flow Success.
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In a best case scenario, the customer abandons the experience  
because they found the answer to their question elsewhere. 
However, there is a greater risk that the customer gets frustrated  
with their bot experience and calls instead, forcing involvement  
from a voice agent, ultimately increasing the cost to resolve 
that issue. Even worse, a customer may become so annoyed 
that they become a churn risk for the company. The loss  
in customer lifetime value can greatly outweigh the cost  
of having that customer interact with a digital agent.

When shifting the focus from Containment Rate to Flow 
Success, we are able to help our customers identify  
and fix areas where this may be happening.

For example, when we analyzed a US cable company’s virtual 
assistant experience, we found a large gap in Containment 
and Flow Success for a billing intent. Customers asking to have  
their bill explained were often contained within the bot but  
were rarely provided with the information they wanted about  
their bill. Further analysis revealed that customers were frustrated  
by the amount of information they needed to provide the bot 
before the bot would give them their answer. To improve the 
experience, we recommended the company remove some  
of these steps, which we ultimately were unnecessary  
in determining the response the customer needed.

It’s important for CX teams to understand not just 
whether their automation contained the customer,  
but whether the customer’s need was actually served.

BOBBY KOVALSKY
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After the company implemented our optimization 
recommendation, the automated flow not only saw improved 
Flow Success but it ultimately led to greater Containment. 
The share of conversations with this intent that were Contained  
without Flow Success decreased by 21%. Because customers 
were easily able to access their information in the bot experience,  
they were less likely to ask to speak to an agent, leading  
to a 29% increase in Containment Rate.

What are the trade offs?

We’ve seen that organizations that focus on Flow Success 
rather than strictly Containment are able to create a better 
customer experience. However, this sometimes means 
customers will be able to more easily reach a representative. 
Increasing “good containment” and reducing “bad containment”  
does not always correlate with an increase  
in overall Containment.

For example, an internet service provider saw high levels 
of Containment when customers were asking if they were 
in an outage. After conducting an analysis to identify areas 
where customers were not being told whether or not they 
were in an outage, we found that the existing authentication 
process was causing customers to abandon the bot. We 
recommended the company revisit their existing process.

By simplifying the sign-in process, the company ultimately 
made it easier for customers to reach digital reps and 
Containment decreased by 3%. However, significantly more 
customers were informed about the status of their outage, 
leading to a 17% increase in Flow Success. This organization 
accepted the tradeoff, allowing more customers to reach 
digital agents knowing that the large dropoff from the 
previous sign-in process contributed to increased  
call volume and therefore higher overall costs.
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Although these types of changes may lead to lower 
Containment, they will ultimately drive higher organizational 
throughput. By enhancing the digital experience, customers 
will be more likely to choose digital channels for their future  
contacts. As the contact mix shifts towards digital, companies  
unlock additional benefits unique to the channel, such as 
increasing concurrency, which enable them to handle more 
conversations with fewer representatives. This leads to larger  
cost savings than they would have achieved by preventing 
customers from reaching a digital rep.

What else should be considered?

Measuring Flow Success helps companies analyze  
and optimize their bot but it is not the only metric that 
matters. Companies may also want to consider the bot’s 
contribution to first contact resolution, call prevention,  
and customer satisfaction.

Creating the best bot experience requires companies  
to continuously evaluate and optimize performance.  
Those who focus on delivering the best customer experience 
in the bot rather than just lowering costs see long term 
benefits through increased customer satisfaction  
and higher digital adoption.

Bobby Kovalsky is a Customer Experience Strategist at ASAPP, where he partners with enterprise 
customers to ensure they exceed their business goals, with a focus on improving automated experiences  
and increasing digital adoption. Prior to ASAPP, Bobby worked in media analytics where he was focused 
on helping traditional brick and mortar retailers increase their digital presence and drive eComm sales. 
He holds a M.B.A. in Business Analytics from Provide College in Rhode Island.
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When talking to Contact Center leaders, we constantly hear 
the refrain, “How do I bring down handle times?” As long  
as contact centers have been around, the standard measure 
of agent efficiency has been how quickly they can handle  
a customer’s inquiry and move on to the next customer.  
In the phone world, the simplest way to improve the output 
of a phone agent is to shorten their call time. Thus handle 
time (or AHT) has long been our key metric.

With the onset of digital channels, and increasing adoption 
of these channels by both customers and companies, handle 
time is no longer an adequate measure of agent efficiency.

As a Success Manager at ASAPP, I work with our customers  
to drive value and optimize contact center operations for digital  
and voice programs. A key part of our effort is identifying 
the right metrics for analysis to measure program success. 
We are continuously evolving what we measure and the 
recommendations made based on changes in the way 
companies interact with customers (over multiple  
channels and sometimes asynchronously, for example.)  
And, on the specific goals of the individual company.

Modern CX orgs need to think about 
agent efficiency in a modern way

Stephen Canterbury
SENIOR CUSTOMER SUCCESS MANAGER
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In order to best evaluate program performance, particularly 
agent efficiency, we need to look beyond AHT for three  
key reasons:

1. Digital automation is changing the average conversation  
 that gets to a live agent. The simplest customer inquiries  
 are able to be solved by automation, and even those  
 issues that used to be too complex for automation can  
 often be solved through integrations to company systems.  
 For example, an internet service customer can check  
 if they are in an outage, troubleshoot their modem, send  
 diagnostic information, AND schedule a service  
 appointment, without ever speaking to a live agent.  
 This expansion of automation causes only the most  
 complex issues to get to agents, driving up the average  
 time it takes to handle those inquiries.

2. Digital agents may have a more expansive set of tools  
 than ever before. It’s not just about being able to handle  
 more than one chat at a time, digital agents can rely on  
 automation and augmentation to maximize the number  
 of customers they handle at once.

3. Voice and digital conversations just aren’t the same,  
 and we need to identify a way to benchmark them  
 at a programmatic level. The handle time of a voice call  
 is all of the time the agent and the customer are spending  
 on that one call, while the handle time for a digital  
 conversation is all of the time the customer is on  
 that conversation. Digital agents are likely to be handling  
 multiple conversations concurrently. And, a digital  
 conversation may stop and start over multiple sessions,  
 as customers handle their inquiry asynchronously.
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Customer Experience vs. Agent Efficiency

This isn’t to say that AHT is irrelevant, in fact it is still  
very relevant, but not in regards to agent performance.  
AHT is most relevant for the customer experience. 
Companies must still be concerned with how long  
the experience is for a customer to handle their issue.  
What I have started pushing for is the shift in perspective, 
AHT is a KPI for the customer experience, but when evaluating  
front line agent efficiency/output, we have better measures.

From AHT to Throughput

In order to find the best opportunities to maximize workforce 
efficiency, modern CX teams have shifted focus from AHT  
to Throughput. Throughput can be measured a number  
of different ways, but simply it is a measure of an agent’s 
output in a certain time period, normally an hour.

In most cases, organizations are measuring this  
as resolutions/assignments per utilized/logged-in hour.  
This measure can easily be translated into a simplified cost 
per chat metric and overall, gives a holistic picture of how much  
can one front line team member do. Throughput also helps  
to avoid the biases of handle time, because it can be based  
off of total time that an agent is working, potentially highlighting  
absenteeism or other addressable gaps.

Throughput measures an agent’s output in a way that 
works for both voice and digital engagement, including 
asynchronous interactions.

STEPHEN CANTERBURY
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Take the below example of a way that we are seeing 
organizations start to shift their thinking:

Agent A: On the clock for 5 hours, handles 20 customer 
issues, Average Handle Time = 20 minutes.

Agent B: On the clock for 5 hours, handles 25 customer 
issues, Average Handle Time = 20 minutes

Assuming both agents are working the same shift, we would 
obviously want Agent B’s performance over Agent A’s. Agent B  
will handle an assignment more per hour than Agent A, while  
the customer experiences the same handle time. Combining 
this analysis with Occupancy and Customer Satisfaction enable  
an organization to get a complete picture of the body of work 
of an agent. Throughput becomes the measure to assess 
efficiency. Those agents that can handle more customers  
per hour, while staying within CSAT and business (occupancy)  
targets, are the top performers. We can use their behaviors 
as a template to better train and support the rest  
of the agent base.

Where do we go from here?

Technology advancements are continuing to push the contact  
center industry forward. Automation is becoming easier to build  
and integrate with company systems. Only the most complex 
customer issues will need live support. Artificial Intelligence 
is getting smarter and more helpful in supporting live agent 
conversations. The lines between live agent and automation 
blur as agents are supported by recommendations, automated  
flows, and more. Throughput will be a metric that can scale 
with the changing landscape, better than any other measure 
of agent efficiency.
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Efficiency at 30,000ft—Organizational Throughput

Even still, some forward-thinking organizations are looking 
beyond agent throughput to a broader program efficiency 
view. The question we are starting to hear is “How efficient  
is my Customer Experience program?” Companies are leaning  
into throughput, but viewing it in a programmatic lens. 
When you combine both the automated and live aspects 
of your program, how effective is your investment? Program 
effectiveness is being measured when looking at all 
automated AND handled customers per staffed agent.

Organizational Throughput is helping to view the program 
as a whole, tracking improvements or degradations in 
automation and live support on the same playing field.  
As the worlds of automation and live support become more 
intertwined, it only makes sense for organizations to start 
looking at these two separate entities’ performance together.

Stephen Canterbury is a Senior Customer Success Manager at ASAPP, where he works with ASAPP 
customer companies to drive measurable value solving key business problems. Stephen is a lifelong 
Marylander and a local to Baltimore. If he’s not chasing his 2 year old daughter or 4 year old dog around 
the city streets, you’re most likely to see Stephen on a golf course or soccer field.
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Operations teams have been using agent handle time (AHT)  
to measure agent efficiency, manage workforce, and plan 
operation budgets for decades. However, customers  
have been increasingly demonstrating they’d prefer  
to communicate asynchronously—meaning they can interact 
with agents when it is convenient for them, taking a pause  
in the conversation and seamlessly resuming minutes 
or hours later, as they do when multitasking, handling 
interruptions, and messaging with family and friends.

In this new asynchronous environment, AHT is an inappropriate  
measure of how long it takes agents to handle a customer’s 
issue: it overstates the amount of time an agent spends 
working with a customer. Rather, we consider agent 
throughput as a better measure of agent efficiency. 
Throughput is the number of issues an agent handles over 
some period of time (e.g. 10 issues per hour) and is a better 
metric for operations planning.

Why AHT isn’t the right measure in an 
asynchronous and multi-channel world

Heather Reed, PhD
DATA SCIENTIST
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One common strategy for increasing throughput is to merely 
give agents more issues to handle at once, which we call 
concurrency. However, attempts to increase throughput  
by simply increasing an agent’s concurrency without giving 
them better tools to handle multiple issues at once are 
short-sighted. Issues that escalate to agents are complex 
and require significant cognitive load, as “easier” issues 
have typically already been automated. Therefore naively 
increasing agent concurrency without cognitive load 
consideration often results in adverse effects on agent 
throughput, frustrated customers who want faster  
response times, and agents who burn out quickly.

The ASAPP solution to this is to use an AI-powered flexible 
concurrency model. A machine learning model measures  
and forecasts the cognitive demand on agents and dynamically  
increases concurrency in an effective way. This model considers  
several factors including customer behaviors, the complexities  
of issues, and expected work required to resolve the issue  
to determine an agent’s concurrency capacity at a given 
point in time.

We’re able to increase throughput by reducing demands on 
the agent’s time and cognitive load, resulting in agents more 
efficiently handling conversations, while elevating  
the customer experience.

Measuring throughput

In equation form, throughput is the inverse of agent handle 
time (AHT) multiplied by the number of issues an agent can 
concurrently handle at once.

For example, if it on average takes an agent half an hour to 
handle an issue, and she handles two issues concurrently, 
then her throughput would be 4 issues per hour.
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The equation shows two obvious ways to increase throughput:

 1. Reduce the time it takes to handle each individual  
  issue (reduce the AHT); and
 2. Increase the number of issues an agent  
  can concurrently handle.

At ASAPP, we think about these two approaches to increasing 
throughput, particularly as customers move to adopt more 
asynchronous communication.

Reducing AHT

The first piece of the throughput-maximization problem 
entails identifying, quantifying, and reducing the time and 
effort required for agents to perform the tasks to solve a 
customer issue. We think of the total work performed by an 
agent as both a function of the cognitive load (CL) and the 
time required to perform a task. This definition of work is 
analogous to the definition of work in physics, where Work = 
(Load applied to an object) X (Distance to move the object).

The agents’ cognitive load during the conversations 
(visualized by the height of the black curve and the intensity 
of the green bar) are affected by:

 • crafting messages to the customer;
 • looking up external information for the customer;
 • performing work on behalf of the customer;
 • context switching among multiple customers; etc.

AHT as a metric is only applicable when the agent handles  
one contact at a time—and it’s completed end-to-end 
in one session. It doesn’t take into account concurrent 
digital interactions, nor asynchronous interactions.

HEATHER REED, PHD
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The total work performed is the area under the curve,  
which can be reduced by decreasing the effort (CL) and time 
to perform tasks. We can compute the average across the 
interaction—a flat line—and in a synchronous environment, 
that can be very accurate.

ASAPP automation and agent augmentation features  
are designed to both reduce handling time and reduce  
the agents’ cognitive load—the amount of energy it takes  
to solve a customers’ problem or upsell a prospect. For example  
Autosuggest provides message recommendations that contain  
relevant customer information, saving agents the time  
and effort they would need to spend looking up information 
about customers (e.g. their bill amount) as well as the time 
spent physically crafting the message.

For synchronous conversations, that means each call  
is less tiring. For asynchronous conversations, that means 
agents can handle an increasing number of issues without 
corresponding increases in stress.

In some cases, we can completely eliminate the cognitive 
load from a part of a conversation. Our auto-pilot feature 
enables automation of entire portions of the interaction—for 
example, collecting customer’s device information, freeing up 
agents’ attention.
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The result of use of multiple augmentation features during an 
issue is the reduction of overall AHT as well as reduction of work.

When the customer is asynchronous, the majority of the agent’s  
time would be spent waiting for the customer to respond. 
This is not an effective use of the agent’s time, which brings 
us to the second piece of the throughput-maximization problem.

Increasing concurrency

We can improve agent throughput by increasing concurrency. 
Unfortunately, this is more complex than simply increasing 
the number of issues assigned to an agent at once. Issues 
that escalate to agents are complex and emotive, as customers  
typically get basic needs met through self-service or automation.  
If an agent’s concurrency is increased without forecasting 
workload, then increasing concurrency will actually have  
an adverse effect on the AHT of individual issues.

If increasing concurrency results in increased AHT, then the 
impact on overall throughput can be negative. What’s more 
customers can become frustrated at the lack of response 
from the agent and bounce to other support channels,  
or worse—consider switching providers; and agents may  
feel overwhelmed and risk burning out or churning out.
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Flexible concurrency

We can alleviate this problem with flexible concurrency: 
an AI-driven approach to this problem. A machine learning 
model keeps track of the work the agent is doing,  
and dynamically increases an agent’s concurrency  
to keep the cognitive load manageable.

Combined with ASAPP augmentation features, our flexible  
concurrency model can safely increase an agent’s concurrency,  
enabling higher throughput and increased agent efficiency.

In summary

As customers increasingly prefer to interact asynchronously, 
AHT becomes less appropriate for operations planning. 
Throughput (the number of issues within a time period)  
is a better metric to measure agent efficiency and manage 
workforce and operations budgets. ASAPP AI-driven agent 
augmentation paired with a flexible concurrency model 
enables our customers to safely increase agent throughput 
while maintaining manageable agent workload—and still 
deliver an exceptional customer experience.

Heather Reed, PhD is a Data Scientist at ASAPP where she applies her understanding of AI and statistical  
analysis to gain novel and in-depth insights ASAPP products and users. Prior to joining ASAPP, Heather 
spent Spring of 2018 at NASA Langley Research Center as a Visiting Scientist and has been invited to teach  
model verification, validation, and uncertainty quantification; inverse problems; and the use of high performance  
computing for this organization. She’s an advocate for education related to AI and data-driven approaches,  
particularly for traditionally in areas where non-AI solutions have been the status quo.
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Ready to improve your metrics?

At ASAPP, we push the boundaries of what’s possible  
with AI to elevate agent performance—and drive breakthrough  
results. Consumer companies looking to improve key metrics 
choose ASAPP to make it happen. And when they do,  
we engage differently.

Our CX team, led by veteran practitioners with over 60 years 
of operational experience, takes a customized and consultative 
approach with customers. We collaborate closely with each company  
to understand their unique needs, determine the right measures  
of success, align on a strategy and deployment, and continuously  
evaluate and adjust to increase value.

When you’re ready to talk about your CX challenges, let us know. 
Contact us at ask@asapp.com.


